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Swamp thing season 1 episode 3 trailer

The fifth season of The Office begins with Pam at art school in New York, Ryan returns to Dunder-Mifflin, Dwight and Angela having an affair behind Andy's back, and Michael meeting the apparent woman of his dreams in holly's new human resources head. Pam eventually returns from art school, got engaged to Jim and became pregnant, while Holly and
Michael enjoy a short but intense relationship before being moved out of town. Angela breaks up with Andy and Dwight, and all three end up alone. After being disrespected by the new vice president, Michael leaves Dunder-Mifflin to start his own company, but returns triumphantly when he is bought out and his rival is banished from Scranton. Title: Weight
LossOriginal Airdate: September 25, 2008 Within eight weeks during the summer, Dunder-Mifflin employees participate in a company-wide weight loss challenge that inspires Kelly to anorexia and Dwight to new levels of obnoxiousness. Meanwhile, Pam goes to art school in New York, and separation inspires Jim to propose to her at a rest stop (she says
yes). Michael and Holly continue to flirt even as she goes on several dates with a yoga instructor, while Dwight and Angela continue their illicit romance while Andy unwittingly plans to marry him and Angela to her impossible standards. Ryan returns to Dunder-Mifflin as a temp, filling in for Pam at the reception, and Michael seems to be the only person happy
to see him. Title: Business EthicsOriginal Airdate: October 9, 2008 Thanks to Ryan's corporate scandal, Holly must conduct a business-ethics seminar for the office. Michael encourages everyone to confess their ethical wrongdoing, leading Meredith to admit that he regularly sleeps with the seller to get a delivery discount and free Outback Steakhouse
coupons. Holly decides that Meredith must be terminated for this offense, and she and Michael have a tight lunch over which she tries to convince her otherwise. In the end, HR's corporate procurement case swept under the carpet. Meanwhile, Jim and Pam announce their engagement to their co-workers, who react with widespread indifference. Title: Baby
ShowerOriginal Airdate: October 16, 2008 Michael is planning a baby shower for John, despite the fact that he is not the father of her child. She appears after birth, toting alongside her newborn daughter Astrid. A rather pathetic shower goes ahead anyway, with Michael treating Holly meanly so as not to upset Jan. Michael doesn't feel a relationship with
astrid's baby when he holds her, but when John tells him not to so far Holly, he goes back to the office and owns Holly instead; they certainly have a relationship and she agrees to go out with him. Jim and Pam spend the day having trouble connecting with each other on the phone. Title: Crime AidOriginal Airdate: On October 23, 2008, Michael and Holly
leave the office door unlocked after hours of rehearsals, and Dunder-Mifflin is robbed. To make up for it Michael stages a charity auction with some seriously lame items, including a pair of Bruce Springsteen tickets that don't actually exist. Dwight goes crazy about Angela and Andy, who set a wedding date and follow Phyllis' advice to give Angela an
ultimatum, but Angela doesn't respond. Jim gets paranoid about what Pam can do in New York without him, but stops for a short drive there to check on her. Title: Employee TransferOriginal Airdate: October 30, 2008 After corporate discovers that Holly and Michael are dating, they move Holly back to New Hampshire. While driving away from Scranton, she
decides that a long-distance relationship with Michael won't work, and although she begs for reconsideration, they break up. To mess with Andy, Dwight decides to become a big admirer of Cornell, stocking up on school memorabilia and even sending a request. Jim and Pam have lunch in New York with Jim's brothers, who play a bizarre prank that involves
humiliating Pam's aspirations to become an artist, but she ingratiates herself to them by playing along with this rather cruel ruse. Title: Customer SurveyOriginal Airdate: November 6, 2008 Annual customer service surveys are in, and Jim and Dwight both have negative reports. It turns out that Kelly doctored the results to get back to them for not coming to
her final event. Michael learns, but instead of admonmonising Kelly, he urges her to have difficulty persuading co-workers to attend social gatherings. Andy and Angela agree to arrange their wedding at Schrute Farms, giving Dwight another chance to try to woo Angela back. Pam and Jim spend all day on the phone together with small headsets, so Jim
hears when one of pam's art-school friends tries to convince her to stay in New York. Title: Business TripOriginal Airdate: November 13, 2008 Michael, Andy and Oscar go on a business trip to Winnipeg to meet a customer. Michael hooks up with the concige to forget his heartbreak over Holly, while Andy tries to play the winger for oscar and ends up
drunkenly picking a furious Angela who resets her relationship to first base. Pam is not from one of her art school classes, but instead of spending three months in New York to get him, she returns home to Scranton to be with Jim. Kelly and Ryan hook up, but seem less than thrilled with the return of their relationship when it becomes clear that Darryl is by
no means jealous. Title: Frame TobyOriginal Airdate: November 20, 2008 Toby returns to the office from his time in Costa Rica, and Michael is very unhappy with this. He and Dwight conspire to have Toby fired, attempting to goad to sexually harass Pam or assault Michael and eventually unsuccessfully framing him for marijuana possession using a salad
bag. Ryan dumps Kelly in an extremely condescending way, which she takes in her usual unconscious way. Jim tells Pam that he bought an old house for them parents, parents, at first she seems doubtful, but eventually tells him that she loves her. Title: SurplusOriginal Airdate: On December 4, 2008, Oscar discovers a budget surplus that must be spent by
the end of the day, and Dunder-Mifflin employees split into two factions over how to use it: one group wants to buy a new copier while the other wants new chairs. It's the dors of Jim and Pam against each other when Jim supports copiers. Eventually, Michael discovers that he can receive a bonus if he returns the surplus, but the staff cancels it in favor of the
chairs. Now at Schrute Farms, Dwight humiliates Andy by going through Andy and Angela's wedding plans, followed by Angela's tricks in a possibly binding wedding ceremony. Her answer is to tell Dwight off and then plant a huge, totally unerotic kiss on Andy. Title: Moroccan ChristmasOriginal Airdate: December 11, 2008 Phyllis plans a Moroccan-themed
Christmas party and seizes the opportunity to intimidate Angela into becoming her slave, threatening to reveal Angela's affair with Dwight if Angela doesn't do everything Phyllis says. After all, Angela refuses, and Phyllis tells the whole office - except for Andy, who is in another room and remains unaware. At the party, Meredith get drunk and ignites her hair,
leading Michael to make a disastrous intervention for her, and then drags her into rehab, which proves ineffective. Title: DuelOriginal Airdate: On January 15, 2009, Michael finally tells Andy about Angela's affair with Dwight, and Andy and Dwight agree to fight to determine who wins Angela's love. Their rather pathetic face-off, with Dwight brandishing arcane
weapons and Andy pinning Dwight out of his car, doesn't cause a winner, but everyone ends up so disappointed with Angela that he doesn't want her after the duel is over. Meanwhile, Michael heads to the corporation, where David Wallace wants to explain why the Scranton branch is doing so well, but of course Michael has no idea. Title: Prince Family
PaperOriginal Airdate: On January 22, 2009, David Wallace sends Michael to spy on the family's rival paper company, and Michael and Dwight manage to gain serious inside information by impersonating a potential customer and a potential new employee, respectively. Michael is conflicted about reporting information and screwing up a friendly family that
owns the company, but Dwight convinces him to be ruthless. While Michael and Dwight are gone, the rest of the office has drafted a debate to determine if actress Hilary Swank is hot. Title: Stress ReliefOriginal Airdate: February 1, 2009 Dwight staged a fire (to demonstrate the lack of office readiness) causes Stanley to have a heart attack, so to reduce
office stress Michael decides to keep the roast (of himself). Everyone does everything they can to offend Michael, and eventually he takes it to heart. But it bounces in his usual unconscious way, woefully baking his Yourself. Jim and Pam deal with Pam's divorce parents, andy confuses their hushed conversation on the subject into an in-depth analysis of the
film's in-the-show starring Jack Black, Cloris Leachman and Jessica Alba in a lame little casting stunt. Title: Lecture CircuitOriginal Airdate: February 5, 2009 Michael is asked to tour other Dunder-Mifflin branches to talk about his sales success strategies and takes pam as his assistant. In Utica, Michael's lecture is a disaster as expected, but Pam meets
newly married and pregnant Karen, and both seem to put the past behind them. This inspires Michael to suggest a detour so he can reach closure with Holly. Back in Scranton, new Party Planning Committee co-chairs Jim and Dwight have forgotten Kelly's birthday, so they're working to make up for it by planning exactly pathetic celebrations. And newly
single Andy awkwardly tries to woo an insensitive customer. Title: Lecture Circuit Part 2Original Airdate: February 12, 2009 Michael and Pam take a lecture tour to Nashua to confront Holly, but it turns out to be far away for a retreat. Instead, Michael meets holly's new boyfriend and melts during his lecture. She later finds a letter on Holly's computer that she
wrote to him but never sent, and pam read it. Pam tells Michael that Holly still has feelings for him. In Scranton, Jim and Dwight continue to plan Kelly's pathetic birthday party and eventually find a way to make her happy. And Angela bothers everyone with her excessive attention and affection for her new cat. Title: Blood DriveOriginal Airdate: March 5, 2009
Valentine's Day makes Michael depressed about his parting with Holly, so he organizes a mixer for all singles in the office, and invites people from nearby businesses. Michael hopes to reconnect with the woman he shared a moment with while donating blood, but never appears. Non-single Jim and Pam share a couple's lunch with Phyllis and her husband
Bob, who goes very well until Phyllis and Bob sneak off for sex in the bathroom, making Jim and Pam very uncomfortable. Title: Golden TicketOriginal Airdate: March 12, 2009 Michael comes up with the idea of inserting five Willy Wonka-esque gold tickets into random paper shipments, giving customers a 10 percent discount. But when one of the main
customers gets all five, he backfires the plan, and Michael tries to get Dwight to take the fall. Dwight goes for it, but ends up getting credit when things turn around. Michael can't come to terms with it, and after all, no one looks good. Meanwhile, Andy, Jim and Pam give Kevin conflicting advice on how to approach the woman he met in a singles mixer, and he
eventually just ignores them and asks her directly. Title: New BossOriginal Airdate: March 19, 2009 New Regional Vice President Charles Minor (Idris Elba, The Wire) comes to Scranton and immediately shakes things up without tolerating any of Michael's tomfoolery. Seeing Michael for what is, a terrible manager, Charles cancels the 15th anniversary of
Michael's party, dissolved the party's planning committee and implemented a sensible office policy. Jim, dressed in a tuxedo to mess with Dwight, also looks silly in front of Charles. Michael, fed up with being weakened, goes to New York to complain to David Wallace, but even after he has been pardoned, he decides to resign. Title: Two WeeksOriginal
Airdate: March 26, 2009 After giving a two-week notice period, Michael goofs off until he realizes he has no plan after leaving Dunder-Mifflin. Impulsively, he decides to start his own paper company and walks around the office trying to recruit people for this new venture, but no one takes it on offer. When Charles finds out what Michael is doing, he
immediately orders Michael from the office. After spending the whole day learning how to use a new copier and then feeling underrated, Pam also impulsively gives up to join Michael in his reckless new business. Title: Dream TeamOriginal Airdate: April 9, 2009 Michael and Pam fight to found the Michael Scott Paper Company because Michael is
overwhelmed first, and Pam later has serious doubts. They recruit Ryan, but they don't bring in former Telemarketing co-worker Michael Vikram or secure seed money from Michael's grandmother's investment club. Things change a bit when Michael secures office space in a tiny utility room in the same building as Dunder-Mifflin. In Dunder-Mifflin, everyone
tries to kiss Charles, pretending to love his favorite sport, football, which ends up backfiring for Jim. Title: The Michael Scott Paper CompanyOriginal Airdate: April 9, 2009 Michael, Pam and Ryan have a stressful first day in a new office where they argue with each other, stage a pathetic pancake lunch as their party launches and almost decide to give up the
whole venture. At the end of the day, though, they make one sale, and things don't seem so bad. In Dunder-Mifflin, Jim still has trouble connecting with Charles, who asks Jim to prepare a report he doesn't know. Dwight and Andy test their newfoil friendship as they compete for the feelings of a new receptionist. Title: Heavy CompetitionOriginal Airdate: April
16, 2009 Dwight secretly passes confidential information about Dunder-Mifflin to the Michael Scott Paper Company, but after receiving praise for his sale with Charles, decides to put an end. He and Michael then find themselves in brutal competition to steal or keep key accounts. Even Dwight's various acts of sabotage can't stop Michael from scoring against
one of Dwight's biggest clients. In Dunder-Mifflin, Jim begins interfering with Andy after Andy suggests that Jim may be unhappy with his relationship with Pam. Title: BrokeOriginal Airdate: April 23, 2009 Dunder-Mifflin continues to lose customers to Michael Scott Company, because Michael offers drastically reduced prices. Great price for. When Michael
learns that his reduced rates will leave his company bankrupt in just a few weeks, he jumps at the chance to buy out of Dunder-Mifflin, and he, Pam and Ryan all return to the company, with Pam now working as a salesman. Charles looks silly against David Wallace for relying on Dwight over Jim and leaves Scranton humiliated, with Michael back in favour.
Title: Casual FridayOriginal Airdate: April 30, 2009 With Michael, Ryan and Pam back in Dunder-Mifflin, there's a bit of tension when Michael assigns Ryan and Pam all the customers they stole from Michael Scott Paper Company. Other retailers (with the exception of Jim, who stays out of it by leaving Creed) almost stage a coup, and Michael ends up giving
them his customers back. This leaves only enough customers for one more seller, so Ryan is downgraded back to his old temporary job. Meanwhile, many employees have gone too far with the looseness of ordinary Friday, and Thomas decides to close it. Title: Café DiscoOriginal Airdate: May 7, 2009 Michael sets up a stereo and coffee machine in the free
office of the Michael Scott Paper Company and tries to encourage employees to join him for coffee and dancing. At first, she has trouble persuading people, and Phyllis hurts her back when she's the only person to join him. But then Kelly and new receptionist Erin start, and soon the whole office is dancing the day. Pam and Jim plan to sneak into a quick-
number wedding, but during the dance they realize they really want a big party for their weddings. Title: Company PicnicOriginal Airdate: May 14, 2009 At Dunder-Mifflin's annual picnic, Michael bumps into Holly and her new boyfriend. Michael and Holly team up for a horrible Slumdog Millionaire parody about dunder-mifflin's story, during which they
accidentally revealed the closure of a Buffalo branch. They don't re-ignite their romance, but they share a few notable moments, which makes Michael happy. Jim and Pam get embroidled in a volleyball tournament that brings out Jim's renewed rivalry with Charles Minor. A minor injury sends Pam to the hospital, where she discovers she is pregnant.
Pregnancy.
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